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ethical doctrines. Essentially they were anti-Christi- an and opposed
to the morality which still controls the world. .

Not that this morality is in uncontested supremacy once again.
On the contrary we see its dominion contested in many quarters of

ft the globe in Petrograd and Berlin, New York City and Seattle
A

() by Bolsheviki, Sparticans and Reds of various shades.
fi And what was this old morality and what is the idea opposed
V, to it?
J'v If we listen to Nietzsche we shall get, as did the Germans, a very
V - contemptuous notion of the altruistic morality founded on the golden

rule. Perhaps it might be well to quote a few of his ideas on the sub- -

I .ject. These are taken from the preface to his work: "Geneaology
j , of Morals."

, " "I realized that the morality of pity which spread wider and
wider, and whose grip infected even philosophers with its disease,
was the most sinister 'symptom of our Modern European civilization.

iv No one has, up to the present, exhibited the faintest doubt or
hesitation in judging the 'good man' to be of higher value than the

i i t 'evil man,' of a higher value with regard specifically to human prog-
ress, utility and prosperity generally, not forgetting the future.

L What? Suppose the converse were the truth! What? Suppose
fil there lurked in the 'good man' a symptom of retrogression

vj , Forward, our old morality too is fit for Comedy."
In these words the enduring question, "What think ye of Christ?"

found some of its modern answers.j

And the greatest of all wars was fought around these ideas.
The "pity morality" won that old, and as the supermen would

have it, that outworn, humiliating, enslaving morality won.

M
And what was this morality which they denounced as inherently

.weak and weakening, that prevented men from realizing themselves
and of coming into their own?

It was simply the morality of justice as between man and man, of
loving one's neighbor as one's self, of doing to others as you would
have that they should do to you, of self-sacrifi- of mercy, of charity.

In America we were so ed that we did not even dream
of abandoning these ideals, although we were quite fond of letting

'

our college professors tilt at them and drive through them cleverly- -
pointed shafts of satire. We liked to hear our iconoclasts rave, but

! we did not trust them.
In Germany the people were either logical enough or crazy

i enough to believe in their iconoclasts.
And now we would punish the kaiser for a whole world of ideas

which he discerned but dimly with feeble intelligence. As a matter of
fact, he proclaimed himself a Christian while sending his soldiers
forth with an admonition to emulate the cruelty and bcastiliness of
the Hun? Either he was a hypocrite or a lunatic, and the chances
arc that he was, and is, something of each.
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THE "IF" SURPLUS.

OUR astute Democratic solons have invented the "if" surplus. It
such stuff as dreams are made of. It will lull you into uncon- -'

sciousness and then into those consoling dreams that came to Tenny-
son's lotus eaters. It is like Everyman's dream millions, for Every-
man has been a millionaire in his dream many times.

The "if" surplus is a democratic lullaby to the taxpayers and
voters. It is sting to that big baby, "The People" while nurse ad-

ministers opiates.
N Utah has a surplus if you believe in the great god "If." Utah has

a surplus if you say it qiUck. Utah has a surplus if you do not count
the $100,000 for war work and the $75,000 for the State Council of
Defense. Utah has a surplus if the occupation tax is legal and if it is
illegal the state will have an "Irish surplus" of $2,000,000. And if

4f every official in every department is good and does not make his usual
c

demands the surplus will continue.
j But the fact remains that the state is running-behin- d hundreds of

thousands of dollars despite all democratic camouflage and deception.
And what the Democrats are planning by way of expenditure in the

j. next will strain the power of the great god "If" to the ut-

most.
4

Of course bonded indebtedness doesn't count. If you insist on jH
counting loans and such things the Democrats just won't play.

The Democrats are living in an "if's" paradise. They think that H
they can line up and sing their "if" lullaby every few days and the tax- - jH
payers will fall into a deep sleep and remain slumberbound and lost to IHall intelligence until the present session of the legislature is over. jH

Meantime the Democratic solons will pass bills providing for H
more deficits. jH

Here and there the governor's budget lets in the sinister light. H
Of course, the governor is not to blame for all of these deficits. Even H
if he had wielded the "big stick" much more lustily than he did the jH
Democratic solons would have manufactured deficits. jlAll of the Democrats are trying to acquire the knack of making H
a dime ring like a dollar. .They seem to think, if we may commit a H
pun, that the public, like a blushing bride, will be satisfied with the H
ring and will not inquire into the pocketbook. H

The Democrats have taught all of us a new game, for now we can H
think of our "if" surpluses and while away many an hour that other- - H

.wise might be spent painfully moping over the high cost of living. H

TAX BRIGANDS. M

SOMETIMES the direst necessity compels one to hire a taxi in Salt M
necessity sometimes requires one to hold up one's H

hands in obeisance to a highwayman. The experiences and sensa- - H
tions arc similar. H

In New York City it is possible to taxi from Forty-secon- d street M
to Wall street or from Herald Square to the Battery for less than it fl
costs to ride in a Salt Lake taxi from downtown to one of the hos- - fl
pitals. For the price exacted by the ruthless taxi brigands here one fl
can ride most of the day along the peninsula on which San Francisco jH
is. situated. M

The few cents difference in the price of gasoline cannot reason- - M
ably account for the difference in fares. The tax business in Salt H
Lake has become as predacious as the packing trust or the oil trust. H

It is time that the city commissioners afforded the public relief. jH
If the taxi operators can point to the city ordinance as their defense, H
then it is time to change the city ordinance. ' H

LEAGUE IS AN ALLIANCE. H
AS we watch the developments in Paris we begin to wonder H

whether the League of Nations can be anything more than an H
alliance. Events seem to be shaping themselves so that the league, H
despite the altruistic purposes of its advocate, will be an offensive H
and defensive" alliance of a strong part of the world as against a jH
weaker part. In the decades and generations to come it may evolve H
into something loftier and more beneficient, but at the outset it will H
be a league to enforce the peace treaty and the members of the league H
will be those powers which have triumphed in war and which will be jM
called upon to enforce the settlements which they decree. H

There are many who, like Roosevelt, favored a modest beginning H
rather than a hard and fast league to adjust all international disputes. H
They would have preferred that the league be confined to a court of H
arbitration with perhaps a commission of conciliation and a legislative H
body which should carefully define international law, but they can see H
now that the project has already overlapped such limits. M

One of the first acts of the peace congress was to incorporate the
League of Nations as a part of the peace treaty. Why was this action H
taken? It is manifest that after the peace settlement must come en- - M
forcement. When all the boundaries of the nations, great and small, M
have been adjusted, when all rights-of-wa- y to the Black sea, the M

Danube, the Aegean and the Adriatic have been agreed upon, when H
the new states which have arisen from disintegrated Russian and Aus- - H
tria-Hunga- ry have been stabilized, the winning powers particularly M

the United States, Great Britain, France, Italy and Japan must en- - H
force their peace. And by incorporating the League of Nations as a H
part of the peace settlement they make the league an offensive and M

defensive alliance. M

The altruistic ideal of aXeague of Nations was that it should, so H


